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How is OTT evolving to meet
emerging demands from
increasingly digital consumers?
As media continues to be defined by its
footholds in digital spaces, broadcast
industries of all kinds have been hard at work
redefining their offering to catch up with the
cultural shifts at play. Over the top (OTT) media
content is one of the standout frontiers of this
evolutionary space, one which did not exist
much more than a decade ago and is likely to
go on to reinvent itself into something
altogether new in the next one.
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Even before the wave of digitization we saw under the
pandemic, OTT platforms were gaining significant ground,
leading to many suggesting they had invalidated the movie
theatre and analogue television.

According to a study by Allied Market Research in 2019,
the global OTT market size was then valued at US$121.61
billion, to rise at an estimated CAGR of 29.4 percent to hit
US$1,039.93 billion by 2027. That prediction has so far held
true, corroborated by similar research.

The OTT ad space
This success is in part fuelled by its status as a new frontier
for advertising, which has increasingly gained ground in OTT
spaces, though not without difficulty.

A 54-page study by Microsoft in 2015 based on 2,000
respondents suggested that the average user attention span
for advertising content has reduced overall from twelve
seconds to eight seconds, reduced further by the perception
of the intrusivity of the ad. The nature of a digital environment
where everything is just a click away reinforces this.

The effects of instant gratification and streamlined
entertainment in online spaces appears to have permanently
altered human expectations in media and advertising,
providing a scientific basis for why traditional engagement
methodology may no longer be effective.

It is understood that in OTT, and indeed all online spaces,
advertising will not only have to speed up its messages but
will also need to increasingly ‘contextualize’ in order to more
closely weave itself into the content it accompanies.

Should the heavyweights of OTT in Netflix, Amazon Prime,
Disney Plus and Hulu open up to ads, presumably by
providing a free advertiser-supported streaming (FAST)
alternative, the nature of advertising could be redefined as
OTT becomes a media mainstay. With or without the
mainstream players, OTT ad uptake and revenue are
inarguably growing, and will no doubt be a space for
innovation as their foothold strengthens.

Algorithmic personalization
With OTT market growth a reasonable expectation,
investment in its tech development has been healthy, with a
relative consensus forming upon the optimization of user
personalization via algorithmic preference prediction forming
in the industry, for which artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
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learning (ML) will be a crucial component.
Systems that automate playback quality in order to avoid

buffering dependant on the connection quality of the user, as
well as micro-marketed ad-targeting is just the beginning.

Media curation via algorithms entered the mainstream via
social media networks, which were not often considered
content delivery platforms capable of rivalling traditional
broadcast until they became more judicious about how they
streamlined their media. Now Tiktok, Youtube, IGTV, and
Facebook Watch all fast-track the content uploaded to their
platforms to those it understands will respond strongest, and
mainlines a steady, auto-playing stream of it to users, which
loads new videos the moment one ends, creating a seamless,
continuous experience.

Being richer in qualitative content, OTT platforms have
more room to grow in replicating these techniques. They can
go beyond simple preference-matching to logging and
leveraging meta-data. AI can recognize colour coordination,
character emotional states and action set pieces, estimating
highlight moments to understanding broadly what each piece
of media offers, and leveraging that to automate
recommendations.

These highlights can also speed up a promotional team’s
capacity to clip content in order to highlight particular
moments treasured by the fanbase, as well as potentially
simplifying the construction of in-house trailer, top five list,
and recap content. The ability to create a second market for
the same content in this manner has typically slipped through
OTT platforms’ fingers to land on social and video sites, where
they are widely celebrated and drive massive discussions,
driving interest in the original content. It makes sense that
OTT platforms would want to research how they might
verticalize that process.

Giving users a space to quickly and cleanly clip their own
favourite films and shows with the help of AI and share and
discuss that content with fellow viewers creates a medium
for fandoms to emerge and grow, which have long been
recognized as measurable forces notorious for free promotion,

OTT
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so much so it can be argued they have been responsible for
sustaining certain franchises that would’ve died without them.

Video games via OTT?
The integration of gaming into the broadcast model has been
increasingly discussed in recent months, which has reignited
following Netflix’s statement that they would be streaming
mobile games to its users at no additional cost.

In a press release, the company stated that they “view
gaming as another content category, similar to our expansion
into original films, animation and unscripted TV.” Which is a
uniquely simplified way of approaching the most input-
intensive form of entertainment available.

The news recalls the cancelled Stranger Things game
being published by Netflix, which would’ve been showcased
on the platform as well as sold as a traditional PC game,
running in the game engine Unity, which is capable of being
supported by Internet browsers.

Black Mirror’s Bandersnatch was a similar experiment,
though successful, which experimented with possessing a
plot directly driven by inputs given by the viewer, who chose
decisions for the protagonist.

These are not the only examples of attempts by studios
and game developers to blur the lines between TV or film,
and video games, and does not seem to be a concept that
media innovators have given up on.

In its ‘Q2 2021 Earnings Interview’ released by Netflix,
Greg Peters, COO and CPO of the company confirmed the
effort would “be a multi-year effort that we’re going to start
relatively small.” This was discussed in addition to
conversations around the platform’s ability to deliver live-

events and podcasts, rounding out the portfolio of every form
of media one can imagine being streamed.

With the increasing power of browser-based game
engines, as well as the latent potential of cloud-gaming, the
technical roadmap certainly exists for Netflix to capture an
impressive share in the new ‘games-as-a-service’ model,
which investors have been experimenting with.

Greg went on to insist a subscription model of distribution
can appeal to game developers and publishers because it
guarantees revenue in a way sales or in-game purchasing
can’t, seemingly inferring Netflix games would not include
microtransactions.

His specificity likely argues against the ongoing friction
in the gaming community toward the ‘games-as-a-service’
model for its absence of tangible ownership for the customer,
normalizing another stepping stone away from consumer
rights in media, as well as the assumption that the model
motivates against award-winning, single-player narrative
experiences, which don’t fit the distribution model as well as
online-only multiplayers.

Addressing the initiative in the long-term, Peters
explained: “We’re going to try a bunch of different games
through a variety of different mechanisms to see what’s really
working.”

Netflix appears well-aware of the difficult path ahead of
them in delivering the kind of fully realised ‘transmedia
storytelling’ so many have tried to invent in the past but appear
committed to backing up their efforts with solid investments.

In other words, no one with as much money as Netflix
has tried to amalgamate media formats in the past, which
could well mean they will be the first to succeed.
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